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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to run a property, step by step, through a theoretical 

development process to show the accumulation of knowledge and application gained 

throughout the John’s Hopkins Carey Business School Master’s of Real Estate program. I 

have selected a vacant property located in Rockville, MD and will take the property 

through development processes such as zoning, financial analysis, project management, 

market analysis and construction.  
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Montouri Tower Development – Rockville, MD 20852 

 For the intents and purposes of the practicum project, I have selected a vacant, densely 

wooded 2.5 acre site in the White Flint area of Rockville, Maryland.  The plan for this property 

is to design and build a luxury 200+ unit multifamily tower with retail on the first floor and 

commercial space on the second floor.  This site is unique in that not only is it a completely 

undeveloped site in the middle of a well traveled and busy suburban town, it is in an area 

undergoing a complete makeover to move it to the next level of luxury as an extension of 

Bethesda. 

Site and property description 

The site selected for this development is located in the Rockville, more specifically White 

Flint, area of Montgomery County, Maryland. This site is one of very few vacant properties in 

the area and is located at the intersection of Old Georgetown Road and Nebel Street, just beyond 

Rockville Pike (MD-355). Ownership of this 109,686 densely wooded square foot property 

without a formal address belongs to Warren K. Montouri, et al. and will typically be referenced 

by the family name.  

The Montouri site is situated in a quiet area offset from its two closest main streets (MD-

355 and Montrose Road) surrounded by light industrial, commercial buildings and new 

condominium developments where traffic and noise (aside from the train) would rarely be an 

issue for this site. Nebel Street lines the southwestern side of the property; directly north of the 

property are small commercial buildings which house an automotive shop, a printing company, 

seafood distributor office, equipment supplier, a crossfit training center, among other businesses; 

the Northeast of the property is lined by the CSX/Marc tracks and to the southeast is Washington 
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Gas Light Company’s 5.53 acres housing a light industrial building with the address 11801 

Nebel Street.  In the last few years, developers have started maximizing the density around this 

area of Rockville Pike with high rise office, apartments and luxury condominiums. Currently, 

this site is ideal for any use that does not require main road frontage as it is not located on a busy 

street but has easy access to any amenities a tenant/owner desires.  A 24-hour Harris Teeter 

opened across the street from this site only a few years ago; just over a quarter mile from the 

property is the White Flint Metro Station around the corner on Marinelli Road; White Flint Mall 

is only a mile away; and interstate access is within approximately 3 miles. The Rockville area, 

particularly this section, is bustling with activity and opportunity for its citizens. It not only 

offers great location with easy access to DC and Baltimore areas, but the  underdeveloped land 

throughout the Rockville/North Bethesda corridor begs for the polishing and revitalization which 

it is finally getting.  

Multiple land owners and developers are finally stepping in to create a new “Bethesda 

Row” prototype for the White Flint section of Rockville Pike. The United Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission has been a long time next door neighbor to the White Flint Metro station and is 

currently building its expanded headquarters within the same block as the metro, slated to bring 

an additional 1,300 jobs to the area. LCOR, Washington Realty Investment Trust, Federal Realty 

Investment Trust, JBG, Lerner and other big development players already have prospective 

projects submitted and presented proposals for their sites to the Montgomery County Planning 

Board.  Some have started development and already change the skyline of Rockville Pike as you 

drive south from the Rockville Town Center.  The Montouri site had been designated as a 

possible location for a new MARC station in drafts of the current sector plan but was fought by 

landowners and eventually moved to Nicholson Lane location.  While many developments are 
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slated for the immediate White Flint area, there has been no movement by the owners of the 

Montouri site to move forward with development. Because of this site’s unique quality as a 

completely undeveloped site among a busy city in the middle of revitalization and the fact that 

the owner does not intend to develop, I found this to be the perfect site to take through the 

development process as if they were interested in joining their fellow landowners in breathing 

new life into the Rockville Pike corridor.  

The development goal for the selected property is to contribute to the needs of the latest 

White Flint Sector Plan by following the Montgomery County Planning Board’s goals and 

recommendations. There have been high hopes for the White Flint sector of Rockville Pike for 

decades. Only now are developers finding they are in a place to start new projects and contribute 

to the “new urbanism” theory initiated for this bustling area of ‘The Pike’.   

New urbanism creates an ‘environmentally sophisticated’ (www.friendsofwhiteflint.org) 

designed areas by not only using sustainable design in each building but by altogether reducing 

the need for residents and consumers to rely on automobiles. The plan for White Flint contains a 

new bike path, walking path and recreational loop with public use spaces and most importantly, 

easy access to the metro. White Flint is being touted as an extension of Bethesda; many 

addresses in the area already lay claim to such as they advertise a North Bethesda location. The 

design for the immediate White Flint area has turned heads as the next Bethesda Row with its 

pedestrian friendly center sitting pretty in the lap of luxury. As an article from the Greater 

Greater Washington organization sums it up;  

“Today, newcomers to DC visit Bethesda and see a lively, thriving area 

with many stores and restaurants, numerous apartment buildings, attractive 
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streetscapes and cute small alleys, and single-family housing not far away, all 

atop a Metro station. Only the occasional car dealership or empty lot gives a 

glimpse back to Bethesda’s past when none of that existed. One day not too far in 

the future, newcomers will exit the Metro at White Flint and similarly see little 

resemblance to the strip malls of today.”  (greatergreaterwashington.org)  

Demographics & the Market 

 In analyzing demographic data in the 2010 US Census, information was pulled for the 

North Bethesda market.  According to the latest census, the most prominent demographic for this 

area is 25-29 year old professionals with Bachelor’s, Graduate or professional degrees who are 

either never married or ‘married, except separated’. In the 2000 census, the largest income group 

made between $50,000-$75,000 salaries while the 2010 numbers show greater percentage of 

income in the $100,000-$149,000 range. 65.3% of people in this population over the age of 25 

have attained higher education degrees. Overwhelmingly, the scales tip in favor of child-free 

residences in this area of the county.  Average occupancy for owner occupied units is 2.23 while 

rented units typically house 2.07 people.  Renters in this area typically spend upwards of 35% of 

their income on housing which extends back even to the 2000 census information.  This makes 

rents for the area over $1,500 per month with a total median of $1,546 per month.  

Overall, I found the area to be populated by young, well educated and high paid 

professionals living with a spouse or a roommate that are willing to pay higher prices for 

convenience and new luxury apartments walking distance from the metro station. Because we are 

catering to young adults likely focused on their careers, I believe that offering a temporary 

housing situation via apartments is a safer development choice for this property because the 
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demographic for this area is, for lack of a better phrase, in transition. By that, I mean that they 

are young and likely more focused on their careers than they are investing themselves into long 

term commitments like homeownership or building a family.  This location, just over ¼ mile 

from the metro in an area slated for a complete urban makeover is going to be inhabited by 

young people who want the excitement and convenience of city life without actually being 

downtown.  This is going to be the apartment and lifestyle they reminisce about. I don’t want to 

leave out the possibility or needs of families or married couples, though. While apartments are 

generally smaller and more expensive, the convenience can’t be beat for the 1,300 new jobs 

coming into the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s new building, 3 White Flint North, which is 

being built just behind the metro station. In realizing this could bring any combination varying 

from the general demographics, there will be a number of larger units that could just as easily 

satisfy the needs of a family as well as unrelated roommates or a couple who wishes to have 

separated space from their overnight guests. For example, aside from a typical two bedroom 

model, the building will also offer a generous number of two bedroom suites where each 

bedroom is across the common area from the other, granting more privacy and personal space for 

each resident.  A small number of three bedroom units will also be available for a more 

affordable multiple roommate situation or a family. 

 As of the 2010 census, 92.7% of housing units were occupied, leaving a homeowner 

vacancy rate of 4.5 and a rental vacancy rate of 5.7.  Most structures built in this area were 

erected between the 1950’s and the 1980’s with the greatest percentage built in the 1960’s 

(23.5%). 68% of the structures built are almost equally split between single family detached 

homes and buildings with 20+ units.  On a national scale, the total number of multifamily 

buildings built for rent in 2000 was 20,000, which declined by 3,000 by 2005 and plummeted 
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another 11,000 by 2010 to a mere 6,000 buildings. Unit sizes have gradually gone up in the last 

decade, starting with an average 1,059 sf floorplan for rent and 1,360 sf for sale in 2000, trending 

up to 1,131 sf for rent, 1,491 sf for sale in 2005; now averaging 1,120 sf units for rent and 1,388 

sf for sale in 2010.  Unit sizes in the Montouri building will be on the smaller end of the national 

average, offering an average of 990 sf. Units in this building are competitive with nearby 

properties with respect to square footage and projected dollars per square foot.  The national 

number of bedrooms have stayed at a steady 50% 2 bedrooms per unit over the last decade and 

are fairly split when it comes to number of bathrooms. A majority of units are built with 2 or 

more bathrooms over the last decade, but trending downward in 2010 to 1 bathroom in 50% of 

units built at that time. 55% of units in 2000 were built with 2 or more bathrooms, 62% in 2005 

and dropped to 46% in 2010. This shows me that overall, 2 bedroom units are consistently more 

desirable and have gotten larger in size over the last decade. The decision of one bathroom or 

two is a matter of personal preference so offering both would be beneficial in designing units for 

any property.   

For a local sampling, I looked at apartment sites between Rockville Metro station (3.5 

miles North of the Montouri site) and Grosvenor Metro station (2.5 miles South and the last area 

before getting into Bethesda) which would have easy access to public transportation and found 

13 sites that could draw potential residents in the area and ultimately serve as competition for the 

project site. Out of 149 different models in 13 buildings, two bedroom models outnumber all 

others with 74 models. One bedroom models are second highest trending with 57 in 13 buildings. 

Efficiencies only showed up in 10 model options while three bedrooms offered only 8.  Average 

square foot pricing ranges between $1.91 - $2.84 for units averaging between 566 sf to 1,472 sf.  

Not all of the buildings were forthcoming with their vacancies but from what I found, 11 
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efficiencies, 30 one bedrooms, 52 two bedrooms and 0 three bedrooms were available as of 

November 23, 2011. The only concessions I was able to find advertised at any of the sites were 2 

months free on selected units and waived application fees for online applications, which tells me 

that while there are vacancies, most sites are not desperate for leases. Average rates for Rockville 

area apartments are as follows: 

 

Locations of Competitive Properties 

 

Rockville Pike Competitive Sites

Number of Rooms Avg Rent Avg Size Avg $/sf

0 bed 1 bath 1,607.30$ 566.35     2.84$     

1 bed 1 bath 1,921.44$ 783.16     2.45$     

2 bed 1 bath 1,810.94$ 983.72     1.91$     

2 bed 2 bath 2,574.92$ 1,213.95   2.12$     

3 bed 2 bath 2,969.81$ 1,472.06   1.99$     
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The closest competition for Montouri Tower will be Wentworth House, North Bethesda Market, 

The Monterey, Fenestra and The Grand.  Prices and floorplans are designed to compete with 

these local luxury rivals that have already contributed to North Bethesda’s new face lift.  

The Montouri Tower Building 

 For this site, I have designed a 323,000 sf luxury apartment building with a height of 200’ 

facing the intersection of Old Georgetown and Nebel Street. The building will be visible from 

Rockville Pike and add a new accent to the skyline, particularly showcased at the busy 

intersection of Old Georgetown and Rockville Pike. In following with the Planning Board’s 

Urban Design Guidelines for the White Flint area, the structure will be a tower atop a podium, 

using the roof of the second floor as landscaped patio areas for all building tenants to enjoy. 

Residents may also enjoy a pool and sundeck along with a Plexiglas encased endless pool and 

fitness center on the roof of the 200 foot building.  The podium will have a footprint of 25,560 sf 

* = not shown on above map 

due to distance over 2 miles 

* 
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(180 x 142) while each floor of the tower will be 17,825 sf on a 155 x 115 floorplate. Residential 

FAR on this property will reach the maximum allowed 2.5 while commercial will reach a .47 

FAR.  Masonry will outline the floor to ceiling windows and hide the plenum space between 

each story. The idea is to create a trendy, open, airy loft feel on a smaller floor plan.  

The first floor of the building will be dedicated to 25,560 sf of retail use while the second 

floor will be reserved for a daycare and small commercial office space. Because the retail would 

not have frontage on Rockville Pike, there may be some difficulties finding retailers to occupy 

the first floor. I do believe, however, that with the right retail to serve the people of this building 

and the nearby complexes, a retail tenant should find that they are not missing the front line 

publicity. Ideas for retail tenants would be a drycleaner with delivery service, salon, a deli or 

other small ‘grab and go’ service, and/or a coffee shop. I also believe that a destination retail, 

such as a small restaurant renting a few contiguous spaces, could serve to pull more traffic to the 

building and allow other retail spaces to be filled by boutique clothing or jewelry stores.  The 

existence of the daycare on the second floor, albeit contrary to the apparent demographics, can 

still serve area residents who do have children or who may work in the nearby Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission buildings. The first two floors will serve as a wider podium beneath the 

tower of apartments, as specified in the urban design guidelines for the White Flint Sector Plan. 

Construction for this building will be concrete for the podium and steel for the tower. 

Because of the close proximity to the railroad tracks, I do not want to rely solely on trees and 

parking garage to buffer the noise of late night or early morning trains rolling by, so the building 

will be reinforced with extra concrete for soundproofing. This will undoubtedly create a much 

higher price tag for the construction budget but it should prove a worthwhile investment to 

ensure rentable spaces as opposed to taking the risk and ending up with an empty building.  I 
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have personally lived approximately a mile away from this site on the other side of the tracks and 

cannot recall hearing the train very often. By the time it is coming through this area it is running 

very slowly and if anything, I could hear occasionally hear the horn when it crossed Randolph 

Road.  Inevitably, though, a building with such close proximity to the CSX line will have to 

address potential noise and reverberation issues from the train and should be in constant 

consideration during decision making for this site as it will effect marketing and tenant turnover 

if it is not.  

Pricing has been determined by comparing the general population of rental property 

offerings against more comparable property offerings.   The breakdown of available floor plans 

was determined through the demographic analysis to accommodate the current population of the 

White Flint area as well as the future goals of the White Flint Sector Plan. The unit types and 

rent sensitivity analysis are as follows:  

 

The recommended zoning for this property is CR-3; C 1.5; R 2.5; H 200 on a 2.5 acre lot, 

the maximum nonresidential space allowed would be 164,000 sf while residential area would 

max out at 276,000 sf.  The design utilizes all of the allowable 276,000 sf of residential space 

(2.5 FAR) and only 51,120 sf of the nonresidential space (0.47 FAR); nearing but not 

overreaching the zone’s 3.0 maximum combined FAR. While it would be impressive to max out 

on the FAR, I have to remember to save room for enough parking to cover the busiest parking 

scenario, which by my design is 549 spaces on the weekends during the day (6am-6pm, see 

Best Case Expected Worst Case

Model # SF Total SF Rent $/sf PGR Rent $/sf PGR Rent $/sf PGR

Studio 50 550 27,500         1,650.00$   3.00$      82,500.00$      1,400.00$ 2.55$       70,000.00$        1,200.00$ 2.18$     60,000.00$        

1 BR 65 800 52,000         2,200.00$   2.75$      143,000.00$    2,100.00$ 2.63$       136,500.00$      1,890.00$ 2.36$     122,850.00$      

2 BR 40 1,100 44,000         2,670.00$   2.43$      106,800.00$    2,400.00$ 2.18$       96,000.00$        1,989.00$ 1.81$     79,560.00$        

2 BR Ste 100 1,200 120,000       3,000.00$   2.50$      300,000.00$    2,600.00$ 2.17$       260,000.00$      2,100.00$ 1.75$     210,000.00$      

3 BR 25 1,300 32,500         4,000.00$   3.08$      100,000.00$    -$         -$                 2,900.00$ 2.23$     72,500.00$        

280 4950 276,000       732,300.00$    562,500.00$      544,910.00$      
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calculations below). Underground parking is incredibly expensive and it defeats the purpose 

given in the sector plan if we paved the entire site for parking so I am incorporating a compact 

and efficient robotic parking system, RPS 200 (www.robopark.com), for the site which will be 

located behind the building, measuring 120 x 60 and have the ability to park 400 cars. The 

remaining required parking will be paved spots on the north side of the building available to 

those who do not wish to use the stacking system. The robotic parking system is designed to save 

space and increase safety and efficiency by stacking vehicles with its automated system.  A 

robotic parking system can take as little as 1 minute to deliver a vehicle and no longer than 3 

minutes, but guarantees a shorter and less stressful parking experience than traditional parking 

garages. Turnaround time in an hour is estimated at 30 cars. It is a “green parking solution” 

(www.robopark.com) because it removes the need for drivers to drive around looking for a 

parking spot while using gas and releasing more emissions into the air. This system is effectively 

a low cost valet which is not only convenient and economical; it creates the opportunity for more 

permeable surfaces on the site to contribute to the goals storm water management goals of the 

Planning Board. The garage itself can have a façade which matches that of The Montouri 

Building so instead of looking like a typical garage; it looks like part of the building. Its location 

adjoining the back of the building works on this site because the back of the property is primarily 

tree lined in order to hide and buffer the sound from the CSX tracks just beyond the property line. 

This structure, like all of the improvements on the site, is designed to be ADA compliant so that 

handicap parking is not excluded.   

 Why use stacked parking? Recent studies (by Boston College, MIT, Transportation 

Alternatives and others) have reported that 30% to 50% of traffic congestion in city centers is 

generated by drivers searching for a parking space. Granted this project is a smaller space than 

http://www.robopark.com/
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the majority of these studied areas, the use of parking garages, especially the automated garage, 

will cut down on congestion around the center, not to mention the electromechanical automated 

parking machinery reduces emissions. Due to the reduced emissions, there are green credits 

available to the developer by using an automated parking system. Here is an estimate of 

emissions reduction and energy saved in a 1,442 space robotic parking garage (based on normal 

assumptions according to robopark.com); An annual savings of 19,828 gallons of gasoline in the 

parking process, the quantity of toxic emissions eliminated are: 2,885 lbs of Hydrocarbons (HC) 

per year, 1,486 lbs of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) per year, 11.149 tons of Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

per year and 198 tons of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) per year  

A review of LEED for New Construction & Major Renovations indicates that a project 

which includes a Robotic Parking System could receive at least 10 points and as many as 17 

points toward certification (again, robopark.com provides a full list of where points can be 

earned). The facades of automated parking garages are also very user friendly and can be adapted 

to fit almost any environment. For our purpose, images like the ones below provide a good 

example of how we would use for this project.  

 

Although it would be feasible to park the entire site with an automated garage, which would 

perhaps be the most efficient and most green, I realize there are some who are going to prefer 
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traditional parking, which is why the site will also include paved parking to accommodate them. 

A bicycle rack will also be available on the paved parking area, with a designated section for a 

bike-share program to encourage residents to leave their cars and ride a bike when they’d rather 

not walk. This will also encourage the sector plan goals for a pedestrian friendly area. 

 Parking needs are ever-fluctuating but estimates for different times of day and weekends 

versus week days help determine how many parking spots to provide in order to ensure everyone 

is accommodated. Parking calculations are as follows: 

 

Zoning 

Zoning for the White Flint area encourages optional method of development which allows 

greater density in exchange for community contributions that enhance the progress and 

attainability of the goals set forth by the Planning Department. For this site in particular, zoning 

is Commercial Residential (CR) 

The Montouri site is currently zoned I-4 for low intensity, light industrial use and is 

located in the 23 acre Nebel district of the White Flint sector plan recommended for upzoning to 

a CR zone for this area to allow greater flexibility as a ‘mixed use zoning category that…will 

best achieve the urban center concept.’ As a number of White Flint developments are under way, 

I do not see any reason to put off initial filings for both the subdivision in order to join at least 2 

of the 3 parcels into one buildable lot as well as pursuing a local map amendment if the local 

government does not pursue a sectional map amendment beforehand to change zoning to the 

Parking Calculation:  W E E K D A Y  W E E K D A Y  W E E K E N D  W E E K E N D N I G H T T I M E

Use Total determining factor Park ing Ratio

Commercial Office 25,560          SF 3 per 1000 SF 100% 76.68               10% 7.67             10% 7.67            5% 3.83            5% 3.83            

Retail 25,560          SF 5 per 1000 SF 60% 76.68               90% 115.02         100% 127.80         70% 89.46           5% 6.39            

Multi-family Resid. 276,000        dwelling units (3) 1.5 per d.u. 50% 207.00             100% 414.00         100% 414.00         100% 414.00         100% 414.00         

360.360 536.688 549.468 507.294 424.224

Worst Case Time Parking Requirement: 549 spaces

Midnight - 6amDaytime 6am-6pm Evening 6pm-mdnt. Daytime 6am-6pm Evening 6pm-mdnt.
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recommended level in the sector plan. Once I get the initial filing for the preliminary plan of 

subdivision, I would have to focus on the public hearings and extensive file application in order 

for the staff, review committee and then the Planning Board to make their decisions with room 

for public testimony. By the time the validity period has passed and the building permit is issued, 

there should be considerable progress made in formal plans for the site.  

In order to build over a 0.5 FAR allowed in a CR zone, the site is required to undergo an 

optional method of development which requires sketch and site plan approval but would provide 

density as an incentive to contribute to the area to achieve sector goals for public use facilities, 

activities, environmental preservation, etc. This site in particular, is recommended for CR-3: C 

1.5, R 2.5 and H 200 “to encourage as much residential development as possible.”  

This property is located immediately outside of the desired sector core which is set 

within ¼ mile of the area between Marinelli Road and Old Georgetown Road.  The maximum 

building height within the White Flint sector plan is 300 feet and is designated for buildings with 

closest proximity to the White Flint Metro along Rockville Pike.  Generally, buildings that are 

not located on specific sites outlined for such height will reflect their neighboring structures in 

regard to height.  Density within this sector is recommended between a 1.5 - 4.0 FAR. The 

proposed density allocation for this particular site is 3.0 FAR with designation for a signature 

building adjacent to projected public use space. A signature building is a term used in the White 

Flint Sector Plan which, to the best of my understanding based on the suggested zoning for the 

specific property, is a building taller and more artfully designed to stand out as a representative 

building in a given block.  The Montouri site is in an area designated for 150 foot top-out but the 

implementation of a signature building on this site would provide an additional 50 feet of 
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building height, allowing this property a maximum height of 200 feet if built next to the 

designated public use space. 

In order to develop a maximum density project with ground floor retail design must be 

within the confines of not only the master and sector plans, but by the zoning ordinance.  With 

the recommended CR3 zone along with the suggested signature building, there is much greater 

flexibility in what we can develop on this property. The greater the density we wish to 

accomplish though, the greater the cost to provide amenities in accordance with the sector plan in 

exchange for the desired density. The design for this building will include a number of incentives 

such as a daycare, small business retention space, public use area, tree canopy and sustainability 

incentives which will be discussed throughout the paper. These incentives will allow this 

property not only more density, ultimately achieving a residential FAR of 2.5 and a commercial 

FAR of .47, which stays under the maximum allowable FAR of 3.0, but also makes the building 

more marketable and therefore more profitable.  

Because this property contains three parcels, before I even began to change the zoning, I 

would need to join parcels 414 and 362 together by way of the subdivision process. The third 

parcel belonging to this property is located across Nebel Street at the corner of the Harris Teeter 

parking lot and is not large enough to build on so it will remain undeveloped.  In order to 

subdivide this property to join the two parcels to create one piece of land for development, I 

would need to file an application with a preliminary subdivision plan, have a hearing with the 

Planning Board for approval, denial or approval with changes before being issued a record plat, 

which makes it possible to file and attain a building permit once I’m ready to begin physical 

development of the site.  Before approval by the Board, I’d post a notice of subdivision at the 

property and neighboring parcels would be given information about the proposed subdivision 
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and allowed to submit their support or lack thereof to the Planning Department and/or a Planning 

Board hearing. Planning Department staff would do research and make recommendations to the 

Board for changes to the application, approval of existing application or denial of the application 

with supporting information on their recommendation.  

Once I attain a record plat, because the property is currently zoned I-4, I must file for a 

local map amendment before I can attain a building permit and start development. I anticipate a 

minimum of 6 months for this process but should be a prolonged process as I am applying for a 

CR3 zone on the property which is already recommended in the White Flint Sector Plan. Upon 

filing the application with all necessary supporting documentation and fees; within three days I 

will post signs and notify adjacent lot landowners of the zoning application and intentions as 

required by Montgomery County. Once zoning has been changed on this property, I can move 

forward with the building permit and site development. 

In order to achieve maximum density of office and retail at this site, we are required to 

use an optional method of development which requires sketch and site plan approval from the 

Planning Board. There are three steps to the entitlement process in Montgomery County; the 

master plan, concept/preliminary plan and the site plan. The master plan was approved by the 

Montgomery County Planning Board on March 23, 2010. The preliminary plan would have to be 

reviewed to ensure it conforms to the master plan, that adequate public facilities are available for 

the proposed site, the plan is appropriate for the neighborhood surroundings and that the plan 

conforms with all environmental and county codes. Once reviewed and appropriate changes are 

made, the site plan can move forward.  After providing public notice and posting the application 

submittal at the site, we will hold a pre-submittal meeting, make necessary suggested 

adjustments to our plan and submit a sketch plan application which will include the justification 
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statement; an illustrative plan showing densities, locations and relationships between the 

different uses;  an illustrative diagram for non-vehicular transportation, parking and loading 

areas; table of public benefits/incentive density requests; and phasing plan. I would prepare for a 

public hearing within the following 90 day period and make any further adjustments required by 

the board for approval in order to proceed to permitting. I do not foresee much issue with the 

proposed development as it has been built around the CR zoning requirements and guidelines of 

the White Flint sector plan.  The Planning Board will have the authority to approve the sketch 

and site plans, taking into account the staff’s recommendation which will be provided not less 

than 10 days before the hearing. 

Plans for this site are for 51,120 sf of commercial and 276,000 sf of residential. Because 

this is an optional method development, we are required by the zoning ordinance to provide a 

minimum of 10% public use space which will be located as depicted in the sector plan at the 

nearest point to the Old Georgetown Road and Nebel Street intersection so as to be easily 

identified and readily accessible to the public, creating a community feel and a desirable place to 

spend time. While the requirement for public use space is for 11,000 sf, I have designed a 

combined green-space and fountain patio like that of downtown Silver Spring on 20,000 sf on 

the site. Landscaping and streetscaping will be designed in accordance with the goals set forth in 

the sector plan. Amenity space will be provided to any designed residential portion via a rooftop 

pool and Plexiglas fitness center, recreation room with vending machines, pool tables and 

shuffleboard available to all residential units and through membership passes for the commercial 

or retail tenants which may be purchased individually or on a company basis.  

 The residential portion of the luxury apartment building is designed with the following 

floorplans: 
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 Approximately 34,500 sf of the residential dwellings will be designated Moderate Priced 

Dwelling Units in accordance with the CR zone incentives for density (12.5%).  A total of 35 

units will be reserved as MPDUs as follows: 5 three bedroom units, 15 traditional two bedroom 

units, 8 two bedroom suites and 7 one bedroom units. As mentioned previously, the floorplan 

choices are a product of the North Bethesda demographic research finding that the majority 

group of residents in the area are young, well educated, high earning professionals likely living 

either with a spouse or a roommate (average household of 2.07 persons in a renter occupied unit, 

2.23 in owner occupied unit).  There are two 2 bedroom floor plans; one is a typical layout with 

both bedrooms on one side of the unit and the other is a suite with bedrooms on either side of the 

common areas. The typical 2 bedroom will have one bathroom and the suite will contain a 

separate bathroom for each bedroom, one of which will have common area access. All units will 

have tinted floor to ceiling windows on all exterior walls to make spaces feel bigger and offer 

generous natural daylighting.  Finishes in all units will be high end.  Kitchens will have granite 

countertops with stainless steel, gas appliances.  A majority of kitchens will be accented with 

ceramic tile flooring, but some units will contain cork flooring. All kitchens will have high tile 

backsplashes and select units will have pasta arms above the stove along with heating lamp 

stations and Viking appliances. Common areas will have hardwood floors, while select units will 

be accented by bamboo flooring.  Common area hardwood flooring will extend into the 

bedrooms but select units will contain carpeting in the bedrooms to suit differing preferences. 

Model # SF Total SF

Studio 50 550 27,500         

1 BR 65 800 52,000         

2 BR 40 1,100 44,000         

2 BR Ste 100 1,200 120,000       

3 BR 25 1,300 32,500         

280 4950 276,000       
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Bathrooms will all contain tile flooring and high end vanities. Most unit bathrooms will contain 

tubs but select units will have shower stalls instead of full size tubs. Accents will primarily be 

brushed nickel across all unit types.    

 The remaining residential space will be common areas, facilities and amenities for 

residential use. In addition to the public use space, the site will include a fenced, out of the way 

park dedicated to the daycare. Although retail is encouraged more for sites with frontage on 

Rockville Pike and major intersections, site design will include retail space on the ground level 

despite the lack of ideal frontage due to the presence and purpose of a signature building. 

Because of its location on the proposed recreational loop, the building’s visibility as a 

centerpiece at the intersection of Old Georgetown and Rockville Pike, the proximity to the White 

Flint Metro station and being across the street from the 24 hour Harris Teeter which is already a 

shopping destination, there is increased traffic potential which will allow retail to be more 

marketable than it would be otherwise. While there is some risk in the Whole Foods having 

moved nearby to North Bethesda Market, I believe that patrons will continue to use Harris Teeter 

as a shopping destination because it offers organic and healthy alternatives that regular chain 

grocers do not at a lower cost than Whole Foods.  

 A portion of the retail area will be designated for a day care center available to the public 

and will be run commercially through the third party day care center tenant that will occupy the 

space. An outdoor fenced in playground area is designed in the back of the building on the same 

side as the public use space, to create a bigger, friendlier feel to the site.  A portion of the second 

floor will be designated for small business retention space, which is also an incentive for 

increasing density, and will be implemented in order to encourage small businesses to rent 

desirable space without being bullied out of by bigger firms. Designating this space helps the 
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economic development departments’ small business retention program goals to attract new 

businesses and encourage employment in the area. 

 The front entrance to the building will be in the middle of the retail storefronts and will 

be accessible to the public because there will be a security guard desk in the front lobby and 

further access into the building will be controlled with a Kastle keycard system on the elevators. 

Level of access will be determined on a key by key basis. For example, an employee going to the 

second floor commercial space will have access to the elevator but the car will only take them to 

the second floor, unless they have a fitness center membership, which would allow them 

additional access only to the floor servicing the fitness center. Residents will have access to their 

floors and the rooftop. The daycare will be accessible through the lobby but is also controlled by 

the Kastle system; patrons may be buzzed into the daycare from within the daycare space.  

 On the environmental side, the site will plan to achieve at least a minimum level of silver 

LEED status for the building to save on energy usage and comply further with the CR incentives 

to gain greater density. LEED status will also serve as a marketability factor in advertising to 

potential residents and encourage renewals. Residents will, at a minimum, have easy access to 

recycling via a designated chute in the trash room. Rainwater will be collected and retained for 

the landscape irrigation system. Greywater will be recycled on site and filtered for additional 

supply to landscaping, laundry and toilet water. Toilets will be equipped with dual flush systems 

to further contribute to savings on water costs and usage. Retail leases will contain green 

provisions which require tenant cooperation and incentives to save the environment while saving 

on their expenses. As this site is already a densely covered area, a tree canopy will be maintained 

as well as vegetated areas in the public use park. In accordance with the sector plan and CR zone 
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incentives, ownership agrees to advanced dedication of right-of-way for the areas recommended 

for bikeways and sidewalks in the recreational loop.   

Development Issues 

 There are always a number of potential issues when developing a property; many of 

which I’m sure nobody thinks of until it happens. Scope creep is almost always an issue when 

trying to balance the budget, quality and timeline of a project as it is impossible to maintain a 

high level of all three.  Within the first steps, there are potential timing issues getting the 

subdivision and zoning approvals because the process is in the hands of the Planning Board and 

may take six months or over a year to complete each step. Both of those steps are fairly 

straightforward and should move forward without complication but if one of those steps were to 

fall through, too much stands to be lost since development is so property specific. Other 

buildings are being developed or have already been developed nearby so I do not foresee any 

issues with the community fighting my proposal for this site but there is always a possibility. 

This site was lined up to be a new MARC station in earlier drafts of the White Flint Sector Plan 

but was fought by the landowners, ultimately leading the station to a different location.  There 

are also potential issues regarding orders throughout the process. Not only supply costs and 

actual supply, but orders must be timed appropriately to ensure that the items are available when 

we reach that phase of development. Zoning ordinances and FAR have utmost impact on what I 

can even do with the property and if my plan proposal does not match the idea of the neighbors 

and the Planning Board, I may not be allowed to move forward.  

The market also impacts what I can do at the property because if I flood the market with 

apartments when the market is already saturated, then I stand to lose too much money on a poor 

investment decision. I am responsible for doing adequate research to not only determine the 
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highest and best use for this site but also to ensure it suits the community, competitively allures 

consumers to be a part of the investment in order to keep the building operating. If I don’t 

consider every potential thing that could go wrong, the project could be set back considerably or 

potential never finish. A risk register will be helpful in categorizing potential risks as the process 

moves forward.  Because of the proximity to the CSX line, we have potentially huge 

development issues if the reverberations or noise from the train causes too much disturbance to 

the tenants or the actual structure. I have remedied potential issues by soundproofing with extra 

concrete. While the purpose of the development is ultimately monetary gain, there are a lot of 

nuances necessary to create the perfect setting in which to achieve that goal.  

Lender approval is another development issue as attaining a loan can be difficult if you 

are not a well known and well supported entity.  Like the Planning Board, the lender will need a 

lot of proof of planning and confidence that you are capable of making the best decision for the 

site and ultimately contributing to the community which will in turn contribute to their end goal 

for the investment. Roadblocks from delayed draws and inspections or just falling behind 

schedule will cause loss of time, loss of money and lost opportunities with the property and/or 

the money committed to the development of that property. Workforce availability, vacations, 

holiday seasons and weather all can be potential issues for the development process. Union 

strikes or high turnover rates alone can cause delays in meeting deadlines or quality 

workmanship. On the whole, there are constant threats to the development process on every level. 

Mistakes on behalf of anyone from the lawyers drafting the contracts, to the architect, to the 

workers onsite can result in sizeable setbacks that could last the duration of the project.  A risk 

register shall be kept and continuously updated during the project which will state the risk, who 

is responsible for handling it, what type of impact that risk has on the project, how it is being 
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remedied and the status of the case.  This will be reviewed at every development and 

construction meeting in order to reevaluate the project priorities when necessary and keep the 

development as on track as possible.  

Development/ Construction Costs 

 According to tax records, the Montouri property is valued at $664,200. Because 

Rockville does not have any vacant lot comps, I have made assumptions on the potential 

purchase price. Assuming purchase of this property would require a price tag over and above the 

value of the land, I have factored potential commissions and negotiated markup cost to total an 

acquisition cost of $1,080,000.  I used the RS Means construction cost book for 2009 to guide 

my pricing estimates along with online references to further bolster confidence in the numbers. I 

ran a sensitivity analysis on the rough construction estimate and found that construction costs 

could run between $36 million and $51 million. The estimated soft costs for this development 

were calculated to be approximately $20 million and I reached each of these line items through 

research in RS Means as well as comparing recent development budgets available to me. This 

means that development of this site is estimated to be between $56 million and $71 million. The 

construction estimate sensitivity matrix is as follows: 

Estimate Sensitivity Analysis 

  

  
 Low   Med   High  

Concrete 

 

 $  2,040,630.91   $          2,386,702.32   $  3,155,221.14  

Foundation 

 

 $  1,262,402.72   $          1,476,494.42   $  1,951,925.62  

Masonry 

 

 $  4,598,390.66   $          5,378,234.70   $  7,110,026.26  

Gen. Trades 

 

 $11,265,296.64   $         13,175,785.54   $17,418,388.48  

Painting 

 

 $     223,075.18   $             260,906.64   $     344,918.59  

Flooring 

 

 $     496,849.26   $             581,110.25   $     768,227.76  

Casework 

 

 $  1,019,047.98   $          1,191,868.99   $  1,575,650.81  

Door Hardware  $     395,451.46   $             458,723.69   $     458,723.69  

Kitchen Equipt  $     712,319.61   $             833,122.35   $  1,101,387.75  

Plumbing 

 

 $  1,406,894.61   $          1,645,490.76   $  2,175,338.79  

HVAC 

 

 $11,240,400.00   $         13,113,800.00   $13,863,160.00  
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Fire Protection  $     352,357.39   $             412,113.91   $     544,814.58  

Technology 

 

 $     788,649.63   $          1,042,594.81   $     248,424.64  

Voice & Data  $     248,424.64   $             290,555.13   $     384,113.87  

  
 $36,050,190.70   $         42,247,503.51   $51,100,321.97  

 

psf:  $           111.61   $                   130.80   $           158.21  

     
     My development estimate is as follows:  

RENTAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT BUDGET        

PROJECT: Montouri Tower       

NUMBER OF UNITS: 280   TOTAL COST PER UNIT: 224,577 

            

ITEM COST 
% 

TOTAL Depreciable Amortize 
Non-
Depr. 

ACQUISITION           

Build Acquisiton 0 0.00% 0     

Land Acquisition 1,080,000 1.72%     1,080,000 

SITE IMPROVEMENTS           

Demolition 12,550 0.02% 12,550     

On-Site Imp. 0 0.00% 0     

Off-Site Imp. 0 0.00%     0 

CONSTRUCTION           

Rehabilitation 0 0.00% 0     

New Construction 42,247,503 67.19% 42,247,503     

Contingency 8,449,501 13.44% 8,449,501     

Tap & Impact Fees 949,000 1.51% 949,000     

Permits 422,475 0.67% 422,475     

Furnishings 0 0.00% 0     

Other  0 0.00% 0     

PROFESSIONAL FEES           

Survey 650 0.00% 650     

Architect & Engineer 2,957,325 4.70% 2,957,325     

Real Estate Attorney 700,000 1.11% 700,000     

Consultant 1,478,663 2.35% 1,478,663     

Tax Opinion 0 0.00%     0 

Developer Fee 1,689,900 2.69% 1,689,900     

Market Study 0 0.00% 0     

Environmental 0 0.00% 0     

Cost Certification 0 0.00% 0     

Other 0 0.00% 0     

CONSTRUCTION FINANCE         

Constr. Loan Interest 1,035,064 1.65% 1,035,064     
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Constr. Loan Fee 264,047 0.42% 264,047     

Constr. Origination 0 0.00% 0     

Appraisal 30,000 0.05% 30,000     

Title and Recording 500,000 0.80% 0     

Other 0 0.00% 0     

PERMANENT FINANCE           

Perm. Loan Fee   0.00%   0   

Perm. Origination   0.00%   0   

Title and Recording   0.00%   0   

Other   0.00%   0   

SOFT COSTS           

Tax Credit Appl. Fee 0 0.00%     0 

Tax Credit Mon. Fee 0 0.00%     0 

Marketing Expense   0.00%   0   

Organizational Exp.   0.00%   0   

Constr. Insurance 15,000 0.02% 15,000     

Property Taxes 550,000 0.87% 550,000     

Syndication Expense 0 0.00%     0 

Rentup Expense 500,000 0.80%     500,000 

Relocation 0 0.00%     0 

Other 0 0.00%       

RESERVES           

Rentup Reserve 0 0.00%     0 

Operating Reserve 0 0.00%     0 

Other 0 0.00%     0 

DEVELOPMENT COST 62,881,677 100.00% 60,801,677 0 1,580,000 

 

 I used the median number from the construction estimate to determine my development 

costs and financial needs.  In keeping the loan simple, I determined that a single entity would 

take out the construction loan with a gap and then permanent financing option to cover 80% of 

the development costs. The entity, Montouri Tower, LLC, is a subsidiary of a well known and 

well supported development and construction company that can put down the 20% difference 

into its investment. I assumed a 5.15% $62.8M loan over 30 years; debt service on the property 

will be approximately $4M a year. Residential income is projected to start at $6.3M as estimated 

in the ‘expected’ column of the rent sensitivity analysis in Year 1 and increase annually at a rate 
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of 3%. Retail rents are expected to be $30 psf, daycare rent is $24 psf and the commercial rent, 

$26. Commercial rents are also expected to increase 3%.  I also expect to collect additional 

income from commercial space fitness center memberships and parking passes. Vacancy in the 

residential side is expected to be 20%, 10% and then steady at 5% respectively the first three 

years of operation.  5% is the current standing vacancy rate in this area according to the 2010 

census data. Commercial vacancy is expected to be 50% the first year, 20% the second year and 

10% thereafter.  Ideally the lease-up period will move much faster but I would rather be prepared 

for a worse situation and work to beat the proforma. Operating expenses are on par with the 

rental increases of 3%. No capital expenditures are expected in the first 10 years. If anything 

would be done, it would be painting and other smaller needs that would be incorporated in a 

tenant space or unit turnover anyway. Operating Expense cost items were reached by analyzing 

data in the BOMA EER 2010 report for DC suburban buildings as well as comparable properties 

in surrounding cities for a realistic idea of pricing. Expenses utilize 44% of the revenue projected 

for this property.  

NOI the first year is projected to be $2.5M, making the CAFDS unfavorably $1.6M and 

does not stabilize until Year 3, where CAFDS is approximately $203,000.  Assuming the lender 

desires a 1.1 debt coverage ratio, with my estimates that will not be achieved until Year 5. If the 

bank is seeking a 1.2, that is not expected until Year 8, potentially requiring more cash input for 

this investment.  Below is the summary proforma. A more detailed version is attached at the end 

of this document in Exhibit 1 for further review and understanding of the income and costs 

associated with this building.  Upon starting this project, I had in mind an IRR of 9%, but with 

the researched estimates, my proforma shows an IRR of almost 22%.   
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Summary proforma: 

 

 
 

Schedule 

 The construction schedule estimates that once the site has been approved for subdivision, 

issued a record plat and zoning has been amended for the site, which will take at least a year’s 

time, the construction timeline for Montouri Towers is as follows: 

Total project estimate: 4 years 

 Schematic Design & Approval: 22 weeks 

 Design Development & Approval: 31 weeks 

 Construction Documents & Approval: 39 weeks 

 Agency Review Period: 8 weeks 

 Procurement Period: 13 weeks 

 Construction Phase: 96 weeks 

 

More specifically, the deadlines set for each of the phase milestones is as follows, and projects a 

completion date of January 8, 2016. A more detailed work breakdown structure dictionary is also 

below to more specifically outline scheduling, deliverables and the breakdown of each phase of 

the development process.  

Milestone Estimated Completion 

Date 

Acquisition of Property   January 6, 2012 

Schematic Design & Approval 22 weeks June 8, 2011 

Design Development & Approval: 31 weeks January 11, 2013 

Construction Documents & Approval: 39 weeks October 11, 2013 

Agency Review Period: 8 weeks December 6, 2013 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Income:

Residential Income 4,984,891 5,834,338 6,369,816 6,560,911 6,757,738 6,960,470 7,169,284 7,384,363 7,605,894 7,834,071

Commercial Income 741,214 1,221,521 1,415,438 1,457,901 1,501,638 1,546,687 1,593,088 1,640,880 1,690,107 1,740,810

6,177,329 7,520,619 8,263,957 8,511,876 8,767,232 9,030,249 9,301,156 9,580,191 9,867,597 10,163,625

Expense:

Summary 3,714,500 3,825,935 3,940,713 4,058,934 4,180,702 4,306,124 4,435,307 4,568,366 4,705,417 4,846,580

NOI 2,462,829 3,694,684 4,323,244 4,452,941 4,586,529 4,724,125 4,865,849 5,011,825 5,162,179 5,317,045

CFADS (1,657,376) (425,521) 203,039 332,736 466,324 603,920 745,644 891,619 1,041,974 1,196,839

Debt Coverage 0.60 0.90 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.15 1.18 1.22 1.25 1.29
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Procurement Period: 13 weeks March 7, 2014 

Construction Phase: 96 weeks January 8, 2016 

 

WORK BREAKDOWN 
 

Level WBS 

Code 

Element Name Definition 

1 1 Montouri Tower Development All work to design, bid and build the 

site. 

2 1.1 Schematic Design First phase of development 

3 1.1.1 Coordinate systems and 

architecture 

Analyze, compare and coordinate 

mechanical, structural and electrical 

systems with each other as well as the 

architecture 

3 1.1.2 Schematic design draw up Includes site plan, horizontal and 

vertical section plans, principal floor 

plans, general descriptive views, 

sketches, models or renderings. 

3 1.1.3 Deliverable: Project description 

and spec outline 

Submit schematic design draw up 

3 1.1.4 Deliverable: Pricing on approved 

specs 

Prepare and submit estimate based on 

approved design 

3 1.1.5 Schematic design 

signed/approved 

The Project Sponsor signs off on 

schematic design plan and authorizes 

the Project Manager to move to the 

Design Development process. 

2 1.2 Design Development 

 

Phase II 

3 1.2.1 Preliminary review by regulatory 

agencies 

 

Fire marshal, city building department, 

zoning commission, planning 

commission, design review board, etc. 

3 1.2.2 Site investigation results 

 

Soil borings, environmental reports, etc. 
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3 1.2.3 Mechanical and electrical 

process approval 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact utility companies and public 

authorities to initiate approval 

processes, notify Architect of space and 

location requirements for systems, 

prepare estimates for operating costs 

with recommendations for 

implementation 

3 1.2.4 Site plan 

 

 

Plans, elevations, sections, schedules, 

notes, etc.  

3 1.2.5 Preliminary project manual 

 

Timelines, costs, materials, approvals, 

etc. 

3 1.2.6 Design documents 

signed/approved 

 

 

The Design Development plan is 

approved and the Project Manager has 

permission to proceed begin the 

Construction Documents stage. 

2 1.3 Construction Documents Phase III 

3 1.3.1 Verify code compliance and 

regulatory agency review 

 

 

Further review by regulatory authorities 

as documents develop 

Establish schedule for submissions 

and/or reviews 

3 1.3.2 Mock-up of all project drawings 

and provide sequence 

 

 

 

¼ size mock-up of all project drawings, 

their sequence, and information for 

review before submitting final 

supervisory guide 
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3 1.3.3 Determine specific drafting 

systems 

CAD, manual, photo, overlay, keynotes, 

paste-up, etc. 

3 1.3.4 Develop door, window and 

finishing schedules 

 

Make decisions on finishes to establish 

price, sizing, etc. 

3 1.3.5 Owner sign/accept insurance, 

bonds, bidding procedures 

 

Check-in/ owner acceptance of stage 

official documents and processes 

3 1.3.6 Deliverable: final construction 

cost estimates 

Use mockup and finishing schedules for 

final price estimate 

3 1.3.7 Milestone: Architect and 

engineer seals and signatures 

Approval for technical aspects of plans 

3 1.3.8 File for final approvals and 

permits 

 

 

File with regulatory agencies for review 

and approval 

3 1.3.9 Owner sign/approval for bidding 

and negotiation 

Establish most effective bidding process 

with owner and prepare to issue 

2 1.4 Agency review and procurement 

 

Phase IV 

3 1.4.1 Establish and begin chosen bid 

process 

Issue request for bids as approved by 

owner 

3 1.4.2 Bid tabulations and notify 

bidders of changes 

Weekly meetings to review bids 

3 1.4.3 Accept/reject notifications to 

bidders and assist legal counsel 

in contract preparation 

Notify all bidders of decision / begin 

working with owner’s legal counsel to 

create contracts for winning bidders 
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3 1.4.4 Obtain and copy owner on 

appropriate bonds to owner 

 

Obtain and log contractor performance 

bonds, labor and material payment 

bonds, etc. Supply owner with copies. 

2 1.5 Construction Phase V 

3 1.5.1 Excavation and foundation 

 

 

 

Digging, sheeting and shoring. Establish 

and pour deep foundation system 

3 1.5.2 Superstructure 

Milestone: topping out 

 

 

Build superstructure, incorporating 

systems and slabs, etc.  

Milestone: topping out 

3 1.5.3 Building envelope and systems 

approval 

City/regulatory approvals for systems in 

place 

3 1.5.4 

Certificate of Occupancy 

Final approval from city to open the 

doors for operation 

3 1.5.5 

Closeout 

All project related files and documents 

are formally archived. 

 

 Once the site has been constructed and the ownership has been issued a Certificate of 

Occupancy, I can begin the process of leasing. Marketing for residential and nonresidential 

leasing will have started during the construction phase in order to ensure a faster lease-up period.  

In the proforma, my assumptions showed vacancy rates dwindling to a market area average by 

the third year where sub sequentially the building would reach stabilization and be ready for 

permanent financing. The projected deadline for the certificate of occupancy is January 8, 2016 

and stabilization is projected to be June 1, 2019.  
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Project Management Plan 

 The purpose of the project management plan is to lay out the overall scope of the project 

along with roles, responsibilities, milestone deadlines, meeting plans, change control, risk 

management, and how each aspect of the plan will be controlled and managed. This plan is the 

beginning of the process allowing the development team to sit down and think of everything that 

is needed, how they wish to build their management system to achieve the end goal and how to 

manage each step, minimize risks, control cost, scheduling and quality control as the 

development continues. I will lead my team through the acquisition and development of this site. 

Predevelopment meetings will be held in order to assemble the project management plan, assign 

roles and responsibilities and create a formal project charter, project management plan, risk 

management plan, schedule management plan, and communications management plan. Regular 

meetings will be held throughout the development process to assess items such as progress, 

setbacks, potential risks and budget in order for the team to make the most of each situation 

throughout the project and maintain the initial scope to the best of our ability.  

Milestones for this project will include: 

 Closing day – Loan and acquisition of land after due diligence research 

 Subdivision and rezoning approval 

 Design phase milestones 

o Master plan approval 

o Site application approvals 

o Schematic design approvals 

o Design development completion 

o Construction document approval 

 Construction phase milestones 

o Excavation/sheeting & shoring completion 

o Foundation completion 

o Topping out superstructure 

o Building envelope  

o Elevators and MEP approvals 

o Certificate of Occupancy 

 Lease-up phase milestones 

o Residential phase:  
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 50% occupancy by end of Year 1 

 80% occupancy by end of Year 2 

 90% occupancy by middle of Year 3 

 

o Residential phase: 

 80% occupancy by end of Year 1 

 90% occupancy by end of Year 1 

 95% occupancy by middle of Year 3 

 

Each of the above items will have a projected deadline and performance measurement 

assigned in order to keep the development on track and allow adjustments as necessary. Progress 

and setbacks will be communicated by responsible parties as laid out in the communication plan. 

Generally, updates will be provided at weekly status meetings but certain items that have a gross 

affect on the scope of the project will be communicated immediately in order to hamper any 

further potential damage to the project’s progress. A risk management plan will be created to 

outline the potential risks, who will be responsible for managing them and a risk register will be 

kept and continuously updated as the development progresses in order to track issues and how 

they are handled. The risk register not only helps with this project but will help us identify 

potential risks in future projects that we had not thought of in previous projects so that we can be 

better prepared to handle the potential setback and potentially stay on track with the next project.  

The development chart for the Montouri property is as follows: 
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Montouri Property 

1 

Schematic Design 

1.1 

Coordinate systems and 
architecture 

1.1.1 

Schematic design draw up 

1.1.2 

Deliverable: Project 
description and spec outline 

1.1.3 

Deliverable: 

Pricing on approved specs 

1.1.4 

Schematic Design 
Signed/Approved 

1.1.5 

Design Development 

1.2 

Preliminary review by 
regulatory agencies 

1.2.1 

Site investigation results 

1.2.2 

Mechanical and electrical 
process approval 

1.2.3 

Site plan 

1.2.4 

Preliminary project manual 

1.2.5 

Design documents 
signed/approved 

1.2.6 

Construction Documents 

1.3 

Verify code compliance and 
reg agency review 

1.3.1 

Mock-up of all project 
drawings and provide 

sequence 

1.3.2 

Determine specific drafting 
systems 

1.3.3 

Develop door, window and 
finish schedules 

1.3.4 

Owner sign/accept insurance, 
bonds, bidding procedures 

1.3.5 

Deliverable: Final 
construction cost estimates 

1.3.6 

Milestone: Architect and 
engineer seals and signatures 

1.3.7 

File for final approvals and 
permits 

1.3.8 

Owner sign/approval for 
bidding and negotiation1.3.9 

Agency Review & 
Procurement 

1.4 

Establish and begin chosen 
bid process 

1.4.1 

Bid tabulation and notify 
bidders of changes 

1.4.2 

Accept/Reject notification 
and assist legal counsel in 

contract prep  

1.4.3 

Obtain and copy appropriate 
bonds to Owner 

1.4.4 

Construction 

1.5 

Excavation and foundation 

1.5.1 

Superstructure 

Milestone: topping out 

1.5.2 

Building envelope and 
systems approval 

1.5.3 

Certificate of Occupancy 

1.5.4 

Closeout 

1.5.5 
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Conclusion 

 This site has immense potential as a vacant lot in the middle of a much needed and 

exciting facelift on Rockville Pike that has been in the Montgomery County Planning Board’s 

eye for decades. Over the last few years, the once stark skyline of Rockville Pike has become 

more ameliorated with large residential towers and office buildings. Only in the last year or so 

has the Montrose Road area been revamped to accommodate the new life developers are 

breathing into the Rockville area. Slowly but surely, owners will begin to turn the sadly 

underdeveloped but highly valued real estate along Rockville Pike to its greater potential as a 

small town with a city feel with its pedestrian friendly, “live where you work” atmosphere. 

Rockville Pike is already a highly traveled road populated mostly by shops, restaurants, car room 

floors and strip malls. With these venues comes lots and lots of pavement and very little 

atmosphere for playing and enjoying extracurricular activities.  

 The White Flint area in particular has seen the most impressive facelift aside from 

Rockville Town Square just 3.5 miles North. Perhaps this will serve as a point that will allow 

landowners in between the two areas to start rebuilding their sites to bring the highest and best 

uses to their parcels and bring the Rockville Pike corridor to its grander potential as the next 

Bethesda.  The Montouri site is unique in that it is one of the few completely undeveloped sites 

in the Rockville area. This makes development of this site easier and less costly than other sites 

along the pike that would require demolition and a lot more environmental testing (and 

potentially remediation). The actual location of this site is just short of perfect, especially in the 

scheme of the redevelopment efforts in the area. It is just shy of a quarter mile distance from the 

White Flint metro station with close proximity to a 24 hour grocery store and all the amenities 

that residents could ask for. With the new Nuclear Regulatory Commission building right across 
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the street, bringing 1,300 new jobs to the immediate area already predominantly young adult 

professionals with higher education degrees and high incomes, there is definitely demand for 

additional luxury apartments in the area.  The Montouri site is the perfect location to contribute 

these new luxury apartments and over the course of this practicum, I have outlined its potential 

as not only a successful, high earning luxury residential tower, but as an opportunity for small 

businesses and retail in a perfect location where people can live, work and play.  
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Site Location Between I-270 and I-495 

 

Site Plan 
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Montouri Site – View from Old Georgetown Road Approaching Nebel Street 
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Montouri Tower Building Sketch 
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North Side of Building: Parking Garage and Loading Area 
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South Side of Building 
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Montouri Tower - First Floor Plan 
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Montouri Tower – Second Floor Plan 

 


